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Bowling 'Green 'State University

Governor visits city, proposes 40
percent school funding increase
By Jim Flick
Gov. James A. Rhodes visited
Bowling Green briefly yesterday as
part of a re-election junket, promising
more money for Ohio's schools and the
Wood County Airport.
The press plane, a twin-engine
Cessna loaded with reporters from
Ohio's major newspapers and wire
services, landed before the governor
arrived at the Wood County Airport
The governor's twin-engine airplane
landed minutes later. Rhodes, his
entourage, reporters and local supporters were ushered into a small room
in the airport building and the governor
immediately opened the floor for
questions.

THE FIRST question concerned a
promise Rhodes made a year ago to
provide the county airport $1 million for
expansion. He said he allocated the
money, but the state legislature killed
the proposal.
Rhodes then turned to the educational
funding area.' 'No school has to close in
Ohio because of the lack of state funds," he said. Lack of local funds close
schools, such as failure to pass property
tax increases for schools, the
Republican said.
He proposed to increase school
funding by 40 percent in the next four
years without increasing taxes.
"Nobody I know wants more taxes,"
Rhodes said.

INSTEAD, HE intends to raise
money by earmarking Ohio Lottery and
state income tax revenue for
educational funding and to rely on an
expanding industrial and personal
income tax base. Tax revenue will
increase "as long as we continue to find
jobs for people," Rhodes said.
The governor claimed that the state
can raise $300 million a year for
education without new taxes. "We
could give $1,000 a year to every
teacher," he said. "We've tried that,
but the Ohio Education Association
(OEA) has stopped us on several occasions."
A handwritten note on the back of a
press release distributed after the

conference clarified the governor's
position. "(The) only significant
change needed is to earmark (tax)
increases for teachers," the note said.
RHODES SAID he would oppose an
increase in the gasoline tax, or any
other tax, for any purpose.
The incumbent
blasted his
Democratic opponent Lt. Gov. Richard
Celeste. "Celeste is a planner without
realistic ends," Rhodes said. "He has
no suggestions, no program to fund
education in Ohio. He's only been
critical and cynical."
After the press conference, the
"Traveling Rhodes Show," as one
reporter called it, returned to the
planes and flew to Bucyrus.

City-University relationship depends on full
cooperation of students and homeowners
By Cynthia Leise
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green resident Alvin
Perkins, who lives next to an apartment
complex, often has problems with noise
and drunken behavior of his University
student neighbors.
He calls them up to tell them to quiet
down, but they laugh into the telephone
and say, "If you don't like it, call the
cops."

News
Analysis
Sometimes Perkins follows their
suggestion one step further. He personally will go with the police and show
the kids a thing or two. You see,
Perkins, a plumber, is also Mayor
Perkins, the top city official.
BUT NOT ALL city residents have
the edge that Perkins does. They
complain about students, the condition
of their rental properties, noise, vandalism and even that usually gets no
results. But they are starting to band
together, which could signify a change.
One of the resident groups, the
Bowling
Green
Neighborhood
Association (BGNA), successfully
campaigned last year against the
awarding of a liquor license to a
proposed disco lounge that would have
been built in Bowling Green. A group of
businessmen had noticed the crowded
conditions in downtown bars and the
enormous handfuls of dollar bills
studentswereplunking down for alcohol,
and decided that they could cut in on the
market So they drew up plans to buy
the abandoned H.J. Heinz plant near
the University and convert it to a
lounge.
But the BGNA convinced City Council
to support its efforts and the state

liquor licensing board that the bar
would change their neighborhood and
they did not want it built. It wasn't. The
license was refused by the boardandthe
businessmen did not appeal their case.
At the time, BGNA President Gerry
F. Jensen said, "We don't need the
vandalism, the bottle throwing, the
vomiting and the wheel screeching.
Anyway, I don't think you should put
that stuff (liquor) in students' laps."
IN ANOTHER SEARCH for power,
the BGNA attempted to sneak a
regulation into City Council over the
summer, while most studenU were
gone, that rental units only be permitted to house three persons who were
not related. What this would do, of
course, would be to slice a major
student housing supply-four or more
man apartments, by almost a third.
Of course, the landlords in town are
not without power-to say the least-and
that proposal was defeated. However,
the BGNA showed by the action that it
is becoming more militant and a show
of muscle could at least show students
and landlords where it is coming from.
AND THAT'S important. Perkins
attempted to put the matter into perspective when he spoke at the Student
Government Assocition (SGA) meeting
two weeks ago. He said the real intent
of the residents is to make landlords
more responsible. Students are just a
component of the problem, causing
noise or some vandalism. The real
problem, according to Perkins, "is the
absentee landlord, who doesn't care
about anything outside of money."
He went on to say that landlords buy
old houses cheaply, carve them up into
apartments and rip off students with
high rents and city residents with the
lower property values of homes next to
the rental units.
Students must understand the
rationale behind the residents' complaints and minimize the vulnerable
middle position.

KEEP UP with actions of both the
residents and the landlords and correct
some conflicts with them.
Landlords can be pressured to
correct code violations in the apartments and some rip-offs. The Student
Consumers Union (SCU) might be of
help in this matter. Then, residents
wouldn't see the decrepit structures
that blemish neighborhoods and we'll
have better places to live. Check the
SCU list of landlords for a good one.
They're out there if you look.
And we can take some of the
residents' heat off our backs by
checking vandalism and ««me of the

noise problems.
Although it seems as if residents
often have a rather dim view of
students, you might see a change if you
become more responsive. Their attempt to control rotten landlords really
isn't any different from our goal to
enjoy a halfway decent residence
during the rather short tenure here, and
they might even help change those
conditions.
As Perkins said, many students stay
on with jobs at the University. And for
those who plan to leave, Perkins said,
"We want you to leave with a good taste
in your mouth." Not a bad idea.

Newsphotosby Bill Gilmore

GOV. JAMES A RHODES stopped in Bowling Green yesterday as
part of his re-election campaign. Rhodes promised more money for
Ohio schools and the Wood County Airport during his short visit.

Costume shop offers many looks
By John Lammers
Wire Editor
If a place with masks of monsters
including Cyclops, Frankenstein and
Richard Nixon can be considered
cheery, the Costume Holiday House in
Fremont is very bright.
The store, located at 3038 Hayes Ave.,
holds tidbits ranging from gruesome to
wholesome and from cute-as-a-baby
adorable to the oldest, lowest, funniest
slapstick outfits.
It rents most than 3,000 costumes,
including such notables as Uncle Sam,
Keystone Cops and jailbirds, flappers
and ducks.
THERE ARE more than 150 masks
on the shelves. You can show up for
your next party as Elvis, Lincoln, a
clown, a gorilla or a man with his face
melting and an eyeball dangling around
his chin. It puts the guy with the lamnshade on his head to shame.
The caretaker of this shop for carryout craziness is Dorothy Kerns. Her
husband, Lemar, built the store. It is a
family business in the truest sense of
the word.

Dorothy has had some strange experiences in the store.

she had just made for a woman with a
58-inch waist. Apparently it was rented
to someone else. She did not say how
they found two women with 58-inch
waists who were in the market for
gorilla costumes.
She also said that they once got a call
from a man from St. Paul who flew to
Detroit and was in search of a Puritan
outfit. He rented a car in Detroit and
drove to Fremont to rent the suit.

"THIS MAN came every Saturday
morning and said, 'No, I can't buy it (a
mask).' When he finally wanted to buy
it, somebody else took it."
In the midst of the Halloween madness, she was hunting for a gorilla suit

"THAT'S A LONG way to go for an
outfit," she said.
If you want to dress as something
other than a Union or Confederate
soldier, a lavender llama (one of Mrs.
Kern's personal favorites), Little Red

"I just did it for kicks. I never wanted
to do it (open a store)," Dorothy Kerns
said. "I made two mice (costumes for
herself) and people came from all over
for them."
She said she has had requests for hot
dog costumes, hamster suits and outfits
of the characters on the Fruit of the
Loom label.

Riding Hood, a pumpkin or any of the
costumes in stock, she can design it.
"We've got orders for Christmas
already," she said.
She offered some advice for the
costume novice. "I tell you, if a person
has never been in a costume, I suggest
a clown."
Rental prices range from $8-$50 for a
space warrior who bears an amazing
resemblence to Darth Vader I Kerns is
worried about copyright laws).
It is evident that she loves her job
nearly as much as her customers enjoy
the costumes, and she couldn't hide that
with any outfit.

Tennis team denied practice time
The University women's tennis team
will not be practicing on the Student
Recreation Center tennis courts
because the Student Recreation Center
Advisory Committee Friday denied the
team's request.
Joan Weston, tennis coach and instructor of recreation and secondary
physical education, and Barbara S.
Swick, team spokesman, asked the

committee for permission to use two of
the four courts for two hours a week
winter quarter.
But the committee said no appropriate time slot could be arranged.
RECREATION DIRECTOR Ben
McGuire said the denial was made
pending review of rec center usage
patterns.

Inside the News
SPORTS: The hockey team destroyed Miami twice while the
football team was embarrassed by Central Michigan. Sports begins
on Page 7.

Weather
m^mii^

Hlgh53F(UC)
Low32F(210)
2» percent dunce of precipitation

William Boyle, coach of the men's
volleyball club, also requested use of
the rec center courts for team practice.
He asked that the team be allowed to
use two or three courts from 6:30-8:30
p.m. three or four nights a week.
The committee said Boyle's request
could not be granted because the intramural sports program is scheduled
for those courts from 6-11 p.m.
BOYLE THEN requested use of the
courts for two Saturdays winter
quarter.
The committee voted to give the team
use of the courts March 17th and 24th
but the availability of those courts for
the volleyball team on any additional
days is unknown.
In other business, John M. Ketzer,
health services administrator who is
helping plan the rec center budget,
presented a list of proposed costs for
lost or damaged recreation equipment
available for rent in the center.
Those prices, which now range from
50 cents for plastic bats to $20 for
leather basketballs, will decrease after
a year, according to the proposal.

mtmmmmmmm

NewsphoToby Frank Breithauot
FROM STAR WARS to Elvis Presley, the Costume Holiday House and operator Dorothy
Kerns have more than 150 masks of historical and f icticlous notables.

■MMMMi

national columnist

the networks and god-a struggle for power
WASHINGTON-The saying that one
can't play God doesn't hold true for
television networks. They are playing
God every week, at least it seems like
that when you read about the fight for
television ratings. In the B.S. (Before
Silverman) days, the networks used to
move shows around if they weren't
working. But as the competition got
tougher and the stakes higher, they
began to move around nights.
Now that we're into mid-season, all
the networks are starting to move their
nights around to see if they can come up
with better Nielsen numbers.
THIS IS WHAT is going on. There is a
large boardroom. At one end are charts
of all the shows on each network
schedule and the nights they appear on
the air. They're hung on hooks so they

Art
Buchwald
can be moved around.
Zellerbach, the network's VicePresident-in-Charge-of-Darkness, says,
"All right, let's face it. Monday didn't
work. Let's move Monday night to
Thursday."
Trembling, the program director,
says, "Wait. Thursday is starting to
look strong. If we put Monday night in

there we could lose our momentum."
Piltdown, the Vice President for
Sales, says, "Where would YOU put
Monday night?"
"Friday," Trembling says. "I
wanted to put Monday night on Friday
from the start, but you guys fought me
and said Monday night should be slotted
on Monday."
"THAT WAS AT the beginning of the
season," Zellerbach says. "We had to
give it a try on the night we had it
originally scheduled for."
Ringading, the network's affiliate
man, says, "Suppose the stations go
along with you putting Monday night on
Friday. Where do you intend to put
Friday?"
"On Monday?" Trembling says.
"It won't work," Zellerbach says.

"We're going to move Monday further
down the week we have to move up
something stronger in its place."
"WHAT'S WRONG with Wednesday?"
Piltdown wants to know.
"Not Wednesday!" Trembling
shouts. "Wednesday Is our strongest
night. If we put it on Monday we could
lose not only Wednesday but Tuesday
as well."
Ringading says, "I'm not so sure. If
we could start off the week with
Wednesday, we could pick up points for
Tuesday as well as Monday, if It was
slotted In Wednesday's place."
ZELLERBACH SAYS, "We can give it
a try. If it doesn't work, we can always
put Wednesday back beginning the first
of the year."
"Does anyone want to talk about

opinion
nobel prize just
the start of peace
A few weeks ago, the world applauded the agreement signed between
the governments of Israel and Egypt. This agreement provided for the
start of peace negotiations, under way in Washington.
The agreement also caused the nomination of Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin for the Nobel
Peace Prize, to be awarded in Stockholm.
Friday, the announcement was made that the two leaders shared the
highest award for peace that has ever been bestowed-the Nobel prize.
The announcement was made late Friday afternoon and the reaction
was one of happiness. Phone calls between the two gentlemen expressed
congratulations, although rumors floated about regarding the selfishness
of Sadat by his not wanting to share the award.
Although President Carter was not nominated, it is believed that he
too should share in the award and glory.
While the action of the Nobel committee can be commended, and the
recipients equally commended it should not be overlooked that the two
countries should not stop here. The governments of Egypt and Israel
should not stand still in their tracks and revel in the spotlight, but should
move ahead in the negotiations.
The award is an important one In the way to peace but It is one step in
a long journey.
The News believes that the decision of the committee is a good one,
but it is one that should not be looked at as an important piece of a much
larger puzzle-that of peace.

Saturday?"
"Do we have to? " Piltdown says.
"Well, we can't leave it where it Is,"
Trembling says. "I think Saturday
should be on Thursday."
Zellerbach says, "Do you think our
Thursday night audience can wait until
Saturday to see it?"
"YES," SAYS TREMBLING, "because
if we move Saturday to Thursday the
other two networks will be forced to
counter-program us with their
Saturday shows. Once they panic, we'll
move Thursday back to its original
place and sweep the evening."
"Okay. That should take care of the
week."
Trembling says, "You forgot Sunday
night."
"I must be getting groggy. What are

we going to do about Sunday?"
Zellerbach says.
PILTDOWN REPLIES, "Why can't we
leave Sunday where it Is?"
Ringading replies, "Because we'll
confuse the audiences. We can't move
the entire week around and leave
Sunday alone."
Trembling says, "He's right. Maybe
we could sneak Sunday in on Tuesday,
except for the football games.''
Piltdown says, "Why can't we move
the football games, too? "
Zellerbach says, "Who do you think
we are-God?"
(c) 1978, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

'judgment is founded on truth...'
guest column

rhodes' campaign lacks substance, logic
As I read through the guest column
by Randy Gardner which appeared in
the News on Oct. 25, I found myself
wondering more than ever just exactly
what gubernatorial candidate James
Rhodes has to offer Ohio voters in 1978.
The arguments put forward by Gardner
in defense of the Republican incumbent
were highly indicative of Rhodes'
typical campaign rhetoric. The substance of these arguments (when It can
be found) raises many questions in my
mind.
Readers' sympathies are. immediately touched upon as Gardner
asserts that, "It is always easiest to
criticize an incumbent In a political
race, yet In politics we must remember
that the choice Is between two candidates." This statement is no doubt
true; however, when one candidate for
an office is also the incumbent holder of
that office, this invariably adds another
dimension to the election. Instead of
having to rely only upon a candidate's
words in making his or her decision at
the polls, a voter can further examine
an incumbent's record in office as being

By Jim Hammer
an indication of what can be expected of
him. The challenger Is not afforded this
advantage of being able to say not only
what he will try to do if elected, but
what he has done in the past. If Gardner
views Rhodes' position of incumbency
as being an unfortunate one, then this
can only mean that the Governor's
record in office is not one which is
overly impressive.
GARDNER GOES ON TO spell out
major components of Gov. Rhodes'
position concerning the all-important
education issue. The merits of, and
problems with the Rhodes proposal
itself must be determined by each Individual voter. Furthermore, there is
an important question surrounding the
school finance issue which must be
raised: In light of the incumbent's
record as Governor, what is there about
the Rhodes school proposal which

would lead voters to expect any more
success in his next term, than Rhodes
has had in the past? Again, despite
Gardner's objections, we all must
examine and critique the incumbent
Rhodes' record with regard to Ohio
schools.
As he next analyzes challenger Dick
Celeste's school proposal to appoint a
commission to study the problem and
report to him in Januay with recommendations, Gardner concludes that
Ohio's schools"...can (not) wait on a
commission or on a governor who has
no real plan of substance or leadership."
What if voters don't approve the
Celeste proposal? This eventuality
would seem to be highly unlikely.
Perhaps a more pertinent consideration and one which is greatly
affected by Rhodes' own record as
Governor should be not whether a
potential governor is able to make a
promise, but rather his ability to keep a
promise. If our schools can't wait"...on
a governor who has no real plan of
substance or leadership," then they can

hardly continue to wait on a governor
who has shown no propensity whatsoever to work constructively with the
state legislature in dealing with this
crucial issue. Effective executive
leadership involves not only the ability
to make proposals on important issues,
as Gardner would imply, but also the
ability to Institute those proposals and
make them work. Especially in the
area of education, Rhodes' effectiveness as a leader leaves much to
be desired.
In my opinion, Gardner's arguments
in support of Gov. Rhodes are indicative of those put forth in the whole
of the Rhodes campaign. As voters, we
must ask ourselves if these arguments
really say what they seem to be saying.
In formulating the decisions we will
make on Nov. 7, we must require
candidates to convince us that they
represent the best prospects for good
government. In my estimation the
Rhodes candidacy, as put forth and
supported in Mr. Gardner's column, is
not at all convincing.
Jim Hammer Is a student at the
University.

Stoltz led the Falcons to a poor 5-7
record. He managed this even though
he had players like Miller (Cleve.),
Preston (Denver), Williams (St.
Louis), Smith iL.A.i, and Groth
(probable AU-American). Maybe if
your good buddy "Denny" can pull
some of his Michigan State recruiting
"magic" he can turn our once STRONG
football program around in the next 10
years. Maybe.

last March? Those same teams were
playing in the NCAA post-season
tournament then.

Letters
in defense
of myers
In rebuttal to your rebuttal, Ms.
Roberta Sass, how can you possibly
believe that Ralph Myers was totally
serious in his letter of October 18?
While I believe he was sincere indeed in
his cry for education majors to
"seriously reconsider," I do not see
how you can think that anyone who lists
"stale donuts at faculty meetings" as
an "assorted nuisance" means every
word he writes. How can you react so
violently?
Yes, you were quick to point out that
"students, The pledge of alligience,
parents" are "duties of the teacher"
and not nuisances. What you failed to
see was the subtle humor underneath.
As you probably never met the man,
you would have no way of knowing that
he didn't have to give up "women and
song" because of a teacher's salary. He
rarely had women. What he did have,
however, (and obviously to some of us
and not so obviously to some of you)still
has a gift he shares with the like of
Mark Twain, Erma Bombeck, James
Thurber, and even (shudder) Paul
Lintern. That is the gift of subtle
(sometimes), sarcastic (occasionally)
satire. They can take life as it comes
and laugh along with it; take a serious
situation and smile at its lighter sides.
I am sure he enjoyed writing the
article. I am even more sure that he
will enjoy the fact that you took him so
literally.
Last year be wrote "complaining"
that Freddie Falcon never threw any
hockey pucks to the back rows.
Someone took him seriously and
suggested that he was too cheap to buy
his own puck. You and that writer are
over reacting to a light sense of humor
and are way too defensive. I think you
are hiding behind a dark wall of
seriousness that allows no bright lights

of humor to enter or that when you
watch TV you need a laugh track to tell
you when to laugh (Not that TV is
funny.)
Being a BGSU graduate (in El. Ed.)
who chose currently to stay out of the
field let me agree with you both.
Students who cannot cope with the
situations brought out seriously in your
letter or humorously in Ralph's should
reconsider.
While I cannot speak for Ralph, Ms.
Sass, I am sure that he doesn't hate his
job as you may allow yourself to think. I
wish you and other education majors
the best of skill, but while you are
looking for reality in the Geld, accept
the lighter sides, too. It's reality, also,
just blurred a little.
GregPredmore
SMSelbySt.

concerning his keep-the-hockey-puckdown-low-policy.
In summation, it is our wish to
apologize for the buffoonery exhibited
by Ralphie. By the way, Ralph had one
correct belief. At the next hockey
game, Freddie, toss those pucks up
higher. We'll be sitting on the East side
of the Arena, center section - high. At
least get a puck in the vicinity.
Michael Brown
Brent Frank
248Bromfield

rhodes-the
real thing

Findlay, Ohio

myers' rather
poor joke
It has come to our attention that
Ralph Myers has been taken at face
value concerning his letter of October
19. Knowing Ralph personally, we are
aware that the letter was written as a
rather poor Joke. He assumed that the
students of BG would realize it for the
farce it was, but then again, he thought
that Los Angeles would triumph in the
World Series. He envisions himself a
comedian, as evident in his line about
wine, women, and song.
In a recent correspondence, Mr.
Meyers informed us of his passion for
educating the "little nuisances," as he
is fond of calling them. My roommate
and I have recently become aware of
the fact that the Dean of the College of
Education has become concerned with
the Myers' letter. Anyone knowing
Ralph will realize his foolish antics for
what they are - tomfoolery. This is the
same person who, last year, wrote
Freddie Falcon, through the News,

Randy Gardner's column In the
Wednesday BG News made clear where
the two candidates for governor stand
on education. Now our choice, as Mr.
Gardner stated, is clear - Gov. James
A.Rhodes.
Better education, limited government, limited taxes, and a balanced
budget
are principles which
Republicans have held for many years.
We must remember this In electing our
state and national officials. We must
not allow ourselves to be deceived by
Democrats, traditionally big spenders,
trying to steal these Republican

principles and pass them off as their
own.
If Ohloans want better education,
limited government, limited taxes, and
a balanced budget, they must re-elect
Jim Rhodes. He is the real thing, and
not a pretender.
BillNau
APT.103,451Thurstin

new trouble
for sadler
Dear Steve,
I would like to thank you for
demonstrating your total Ineptitude as
a sports writer in your article In the
October 25 BG News. I'm glad to see
that you are so quick to cut former
falcon football coach Don Nehlen.
According to you Steve, Nehlen "did not
have the capability of keeping an
organization under control." Perhaps
you did not know that Nehlen ranks 27th
in NCAA Division I winning perentage.
I guess that just is not good enough for a
person with a "great" sports mind like
yourself.
And Steve, If we are going to cut a
program, let's look at our present
football program. Last season Coach

But Steve, how could you begin to cut
head basketball coach John Weinert
before the season even starts? As I
remember Steve, we did have a poor
start last season. But I did not hear
Coach Weinert complaining about the
youth of his team. The only complaint I
heard was about the schedule ...a
schedule that Coach Weinert had no
control over. We played Marquette,
Indiana, and Western Kentucky early
in the season. Steve, car,you remember

And why should we wait for a Falcon
football contender when we have a
basketball team that was not
eliminated from the MAC title until the
final day of the season. Not bad for a
team picked to finish ninth. And isn't it
more than "Interesting" that they won
9 of their last 13 games?
One more thing, Steve. All the time
you were attacking Coach Weinert you
forgot to mention that he was voted
"Coach of the Year" by the coaches'
poll. By the coaches Steve, not by one
ignorant college newspaper sports
editor.
Randy Bramel
Steve Poe

433 Anderson
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let's hear from you
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
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columns.
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Photos by Bill Gil more
MICHAEL JABLONSKI (left) cornea up a
winner in the apple bobbing contest against
opponent Tom LewandowsH (right) at the
IMO Spooktacular In the Falcon's Nest

and Tim Car-rig
Story by Paula Winslow

Past, present spirits haunt Homecoming activities
"Spirits Past and Present"
haunted the University last
weekend during a full slate
of
Homecoming
and
Halloween events ranging
from an unsuccessful attempt to break a snakey
world's record to a feat of
pumpkin pie gluttony.
The University's chance to
worm its way back into the
Guiness Book of World
Records for the longest
snake dance was choked
Thursday night by a turnout
of only 1,547 students. To
break the record set in
England in August, 1977,
about 4,800 students would
have had to wind around
campus. The University set
the record in 1975 with about
3,400 dancers.
Friday night about 25
students from KreischerCompton residence hall won
recognition as "The Biggest
Mouths on Campus" in the
Yell Like Hell contest,
outshouting two other noisy
groups. The trophy for the
most creative yells was
given to two students who
performed
cheering
routines.

SOME TRADITIONAL
Homecoming
spirits
paraded through campus
Saturday morning in all their
finery on seven floats built
by campus oprganizations. A
display declaring that the

"Chippewas (Central
Michigan University's
mascot) will get smashed"
won the best float competition as judged by Carl D.
Hall, professor of art, his
wife, IxHTaine, and Jim

Sandeis, chairman of the
1977 Homecoming Spirits
and Traditions board.
Architects of the winning
design were members of the
Beta Theta Pi and Theta Chi
fraternities and the Alpha Xi

Delta and Phi Mu sororities.
The second place float was
built by the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity and Alpha
Phi sorority and third place
was awarded to the Phi
Kappa Psi fraternity and Chi

Omega sorority for their
craftwork.
As decided by a popular
election
involving
22
nominees,
Lynn
A.
Holowach, senior, was chosen
as Homecoming senior

representative.
Other
seniors elected to the
Homecoming court were
Ingrid J. Hull, David L.
Barnes, Meghan I. Davis
and Cindy L. Partain. The
students were presented
plaques before Saturday's
Homecoming football game.
TO CONCLUDE the
weekend's scheduled
festivities,
spirited
masqueraders flitted and
brewed spirits flowed at the
Union
Activities
Organization
"Spooktacular" Saturday
night.
Cowboys, insects and furry
creatures tried to earn the
prize for the best costume,
but an unidentified conehead
dressed in Saturday Night
live style won the J5 gift
certificate from Dino's Pizza
Pub.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS winded their way around the campus in the snake dance Friday night.
They tried but failed to get back Into the Guiness Book of World Records.

Other events included an
apple bobbing contest and a
pumpkin pie eating contest,
the latter feat of speedy
consumption championed by
Dan Cormany, graduate
assistant of college student
personnel.

COSTUMED CHARACTERS enjoyed disco dancing and other activities at the Spooktacular event.

MAKING A mess at the Spooktacular Friday Is a student who
seems to enjoy being fed pumpkin pies in a contest to determine
who could eat the moat
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Judge gives 2 Russians 50 years in
attempt to steal U.S. defense secrets
Two
Russians convicted
In Newark, N.J. of trying to
steal U.S. defense secrets were sentenced to 50 years in prison yesterday.
The judge said he had no doubt the
Soviet Union was "fully and completely
behind what occurred here.''
U.S. District Judge Frederick B.
Lacey then heard arguments on
whether the pair, former employees of
the United Nations, should remain free
pending appeal of their convictions.
They could have received life sentences.
U.S. Attorney Robert J. Del Tufo,
who said he conferred with U.S.
Attorney General Griffin Bell,
requested that the defendants be

nation
allowed to remain free "for foreign
policy considerations." But he asked
that they be restricted to a portion of
the Bronx, N.Y., where the Soviet
residential complex is located.
Lacey said that the defendants,
Valdik A. Enger, 39, and Rudolf P.
Chernyayev, 43, obviously were acting
on orders from "a very high level"
official when they engaged in the activities for which they were arrested

Dollar dives while gold soars

May 20.
"THAT THE SOVIET Union is fully
and completely behind what occurred
here Is beyond doubt," the Judge said.
Lacey said the New Jersey scheme was
part of a larger network and said the
stiff 50-year terms could serve as a
deterrent to others.
FBI Director William H. Webster
said in Chicago last week that the
number of Soviet bloc personnel
working in the United States had
doubled in the last 12 years to about
2,000. The FBI in Washington said it
believed the number of Soviet spies
increased proportionately to the
number of Soviet employees.

Celeste criticizes Rhodes' school plan
Lt. Gov. Richard Celeste criticized
Gov. James A. Rhodes yesterday for
failing in 12 years in office as the state's
chief executive to "solve the crisis in
Ohio's school financing which locks
children out of their classrooms."
At a Cleveland news conference,
Celeste again hammered his contention
that Rhodes' education plan would
mean an increase in property taxes.

"Jim Rhodes is perhaps the only
politician in the country who does not
understand the message of Proposition
13," Celeste said. Proposition 13 was an
issue approved by California voters in
June to trim government income from
property taxes.
Sen. Anthony J. Celebrezze Jr.,
Cleveland, the Democratic candidate
for secretary of state, held a news

conference in Columbus to accuse incumbent Ted W. Brown of violating
certain laws, covering the printing of
ballots.
TALKING WITH reporters outside
Republican Brown's office, Celebrezze
said in particular that his name had
been printed on ballots in at least six
counties in smaller type than Brown's.

WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS FROM
THE STADIUM ON
WO0STER STREET.

Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan
claimed
"considerable
progress" yesterday toward a peace
treaty with Egypt.
"As far as we are concerned, I see no
reason, no obstacle for not reaching an
agreement," Dayan said after a 90minute session with Secretary of State
Cyrus R. Vance on a treaty text.
With the negotiations apparently
back on course, Vance scheduled a
separate meeting with the Egyptian
delegation headed by Defense Minister
Kamal Hassan All. And American and
Israeli legal experts met to discuss

world
treaty language.
In talking with reporters, Dayan
defended Israel's decision to "thicken"
Jewish settlements on the West Bank of
the Jordan River-a move that has
drawn sharp public criticism from the
Carter administration.
"WE DONT THINK the settlements

Contact: Rick Rensi 1st Floor BA Bldg.
12:00-2:00 Tues., Wed., Thurs. 352-4881

»a.

Great Scot;
207%
homogenized or chocolate pint carton H
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REPUBLICAN
-stand for-

LESS spending and LOWER taxes

Vote Republican On Tuesday, November 7, 1978
For U.S. Congressman
5th District

For State Representative
83rd District
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■ Oreo

Your
United Way
Pledge Works
For All of Us

Have your resume prepared quickly and painlessly

HOPPER
TOPPERS

■

IO N... «,upon good thru No..mb«. 6 l»7i.

are illegal," Dayan said. "We don't
think the settlements are an obstacle to
peace.
"And I myself think that whenever
we see Jews settling on the ground
without driving away a single Arab,
bringing prosperity to the area,
becoming
farmers,
producing
agricultural products, I think it is a
great blessing."
Dayan said the settlements issue was
discussed with the Egyptians at a twohour face-to-face meeting on Sunday.
But he said the issue was not discussed
with Vance and other U.S. officials.

Eliminate typing and printing hassles

FOR BG NEWS READERS ONLY...

yimit of 4

After talk with Vance, Dayan claims
progress made toward peace pact

Marketing Club Resume Service

SUNDAY 10-10

GREAT
SCOT

Dollar selling led to more selling, and at each tran-

Announcing the BGSU

fRHNDlV FOOD STORES

OPEN DAILY 7-12

Foreign exchange dealers would not predict how far the
U.S. currency would plunge and some said only massive
intervention in the form of an International Monetary
Fund loan could rescue the failing dollar.
Gold bullion prices in Europe rose by as much as (11 an
•unce.

saction, the price slipped lower. Few wanted to buy
dollars.
THE U.S. CURRENCY lost 2 percent of its worth
against the West German mark and French franc, and 1
percent to 2 percent against most other major currencies.
Trading was nervous and restrained toward the close,
but as one Frankfurt dealer put it: "I haven't heard of
anyone talking about a recovery in the wind."
The dollar's rapid slide over the past week apparently
was due to skeptical reaction to President Carter's
voluntary anti-inflation plan.
Foreigners believe inflation is the central problem
weakening the American economy.

ATTENTION:
Graduating Seniors

T

Great Scot

The once-mighty dollar plummeted to new lows
yesterday in one of its worst days amid concern for U.S.
economic difficulties. Gold prices soared to new highs as
a result.
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DELBERT L. LATTA

ROBERT E. BROWN

Our responsive, effective and respected
Congressman who serves our Nation
and Dislricl in an exemplory manner

Highly qualified by education
and experience to represent our
District capably in the Ohio Legislature

For County Auditor

For County Commissioner

„

NOTICE!
LOSE WEIGHTS

B.G. WEIGHT CONTROL
CENTER
Now forming day and evening classes
A total program to solve your
problem for good!
• Alternate release for tension and
nervous eating
«
• Dietary information
• Nutritional and Exercise information
and planning
• Personal enrichment
• Hypnosis
• Effects of advertising on your weight
• Self-Hypnosis
• Underlying causes of weight

REGISTER NOW!
352-8777
B.C. Weight Control Center
Where weigh! loss becomes a habit

15-ox. package
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HAROLD R. BATESON

| Old Mill
Ice Cream

A proven record ol high competence,
skilled performance and ability in
serving the citiiens of Wood County

NORMAN MILLIGAN
His brood experience in business and
finance will bring a more business-like
approach to management of
county government.

Non-Partisan Judicial Ballot
For Court of Common Pleas
.
.For Jud e of
Probate Division
9
Municipal Court

I pint carton
limit 2

c
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Pepsi or
Teem

NAVY
NUCLEAR OFFICER.
THE FASTEST WAY UP
IN NUCLEAR POWER.
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GLENN C. PARSONS

JAMES W. BACHMAN

Experienced and efficient in functioning
as Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas—Probate Division

Dedicated, diligent and Innovative
in service as Judge of the Municipal
Court—SG area

VOTE REPUBLICAN
Wood County ROBVMKOT Campaign Comi"'"M
Clydo* Scott (hem 11JJ lyn load ioW.ot G>»*n
*0llHCOl Adv*rtlM«nonl

If you want to get into nuclear power, start by getting into the
nuclear Navy.
1 lie Nav> o|H>rates murr than half the reactors in America
So our training is the most comprehensive You start by earning your commission as a Navy officer Then we give you A
year of advanced nuclear training (with a S3 000 bonus when
you finish). During your career, you'll get practical, hands-on
experience with our nuclear-powered fleet.
If thai sounds like the kind of responsibility you're looking
for. sign up for an interview at your placement office or call
Lt Don McKemie collect at:

(216)522-4830
- IT'S HOT JUST A KM* FTf AM
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Placement Services unique with processor

News in Brief
Business majors

By Karen Amos

The Dean's Advisory Council for
the
College
of
Business
Administration will advise student
business majors from 10:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in the
second floor lounge, Business
Administration Bldg.

University Placement Services Is a
pioneer in computer technology by
being the only placement office In the
nation to use an IBM 6440 Word
Processor, which "does everything but

Street closed
One lane of £ast Wooster Street
east of the Mercer Road intersection
will be closed from 7:30 a.m. to S
p.m. through tomorrow. It will be
closed because a sanitary sewer
crossover is being constructed.

Candidates forum
The Commuter Off-Campus
Organization is sponsoring a candidates forum at 12:45 p.m. Thursday in the basement of Moseley
Hall. Local, congressional and state
candidates will be present Contact
Hazel Smith at 372-0360 for more
information.

Teen-age mothers
The Children's Resource Center,
1045 Klotz Road, is offering a sixweek program for teen-age mothers
and their babies. The program is
free and transportation will be
provided. It starts Nov. 6, from 4K
p.m. and will meet Mondays through
Dec. 11.

Candle sale
Candle Works will have candles on
sale in the Union lobby from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Thursday through Nov. 10.

Ethnic awards
The Flora Bloch Ethnic Arts
Award, established through the
ethnic studies department, will be
given to a student enrolled in or who
has had an ethnic-oriented course of
study. For more information,
contact chairman Dr. Robert L.
Perry at 372-2796.

The purpose is to match candidates'
names with employers' needs and to
rapidly transfer the Information to
prospective employers, she added.
INFORMATION IN the system Includes vacancy listings, recruiter Information, student data sheets and
records of placement directories, Lehman explained.
She said 404 student data sheets are
recorded and the number of recruiter
and students on file expands dally.
She said 130 pages of typed Information can be stored on one disc
about the size of a 45 rpro record.

calculate," according to Florence C.
Lehman, assistant director and office
manager.
The word processor, purchased in
May, Is an information system which
"will search. And, Identify and match,"
Lehman said.

'Women in Literature'
displays diverse styles
Review by
JudyBaJec

The lights came up and five women
were sitting on stools, each In identical
outfits of different color*. At that
moment, they captured the audience's
attention which they held the entire
evening of the opening Joe E. Brown
reader's theatre production, "Women
In Literature''.
Dr. Lois A. Cheney compiled the
script of 13 readings woven together
with meaningful, and sometimes
comical, narration. The underlying
theme of growing and changing women
held true in each selection, if it was
outspoken or subtle.
Dr. Cheney and the performers must
be commended for the diverse and
exceptional pieces of literature which
were read so professionally. It seems,
however, that the choice of order waa
weak.
THE FIRST HOUR and a half was
compiled of amusing and light pieces
intertwined with narration by the ensemble. The last 20 minutes Included
three lengthy, uninterrupted and very
dramatic selections.
The last two pieces, "Patterns" and
"Runaway Slave at Plymouth Rock,"
performed by Diann Matheson and
Natalie Edmond, probably were the
most moving and best interpreted
pieces which could have been better
enjoyed had they not been placed back
to back.
Matheson began her poem with a
pleasant and patterned vocal variation
to enhance the reading. As the poem
changed emotion, so did Matheson with
her believability and feeling of a dead
romance, portraying excellent interpretation ability.
EDMOND PROVED effective ver-

satility between the amusing
"Toussaint L'Overture" and the
dramatic "Runaway Slave." Site gave
an outstanding performance not only as
a soloist, but as an intrical part of the
group.
Robyn George added a touch of
humorous acting with her impersonations that ranged from an old
Oedipus scene to a bump and grind
routine. The audience thoroughly enjoyed her act, as shown by adequate
applause.
It was Interesting to see how Dr.
Cheney directed the usage of the interpretation books and stands. Limited
movement did not become monotonous
because the women held their books,
read from the stand, changed positions
and used both on* and off-stage focus,
bringing the audience into the readings.
As Dr. Cheney said, this production
waa an experiment Perhaps with the
success of "Women in Literature,"
more readers theaters will be performed.

The processor allows "instant accessibility to Information," Lehman
said, adding that there la no need to
wait for printouts from the main
computer.
THE PLACEMENT office can make
better use of its human resources and
can increase service to recruiter*. Lehman said.
Before the system was purchased,
everything was done manually and
more employees had to be hired to keep
up with the work, she explained.
The system saves 12 hours of clerical
staff time dally and eliminates the

ALTHOUGH SHE declined to UU the
cost of the system, Lehman called It the
"most economical for what we needed
to do" and added that the office
researched many types of computers
and information systems before
making a decision.
Only about two weeks of training are
required to learn to use the word
processor, she said, explaining that
typing skills and general office
knowledge are used

Counseling center conducts study
By Betsy Dawsan
One of eight non-credit program* waa
offered last week to University students
by the Counseling and Career
Development Center. Counselor Steven
Feinberg conducted the two-hour
program.
Study procedures and exam
preparation were discussed. Participants said they attended because
they wanted to maintain good grades,
learn better ways to study and how to
relate study habits to future goals.
Freshmen said they have trouble
grasping basic concepts of higher level
classes, and retaining lecture and
reading material
"THE FIRST and most Important
(studv element) is called time

management,' Feinberg said.
If a student organizes his time well,
be Is better able to study. Feinberg
suggested that each student make a
daily schedule.
He said the assumption that a student
should study two hours for each hour of
class time is false. He said the law of
diminishing return occurs when a
student studies too much. "You begin
burning yourself out," he said
PLACES TO STUDY also are difficult
to find. One freshman said she could
not study in her dorm's lounge because
"people are always taDdng." She could
not study in her room because "there
are too many other things to do," and
the cubicles in the library make her
feel "closedIn."

"A campus Una size has a lot of
places to go and students have to make
the effort to find them," Feinberg s»iid
Passive and active studying habits also
were discussed. "No one is giving any
bonuses for just going through the
motions of studying," Feinberg said.
STUDYING IS time consuming, but
he said students must learn to use their
time well.

The counseling center is available to
individually counsel students who need
help in choosing a career, selecting a
major, making decisions or learning
study habits.
"A college degree is a step toward an
individual's livelihood," Feinberg said.

University accepts CMU challenge of
233-mile football run to Mount Pleasant
next year in Mount Pleasant.
The kick-off occurred on the CMU
campus at 7 a.m. Friday morning
with CMU dean of students James
Hill running the first mile, Dycus
said. The CMU campus was divided
into four parts with each section
covering a portion of the run.

The University received a
challenge from Central Michigan
University
(CMU)
at the
Homecoming game Saturday, when
Steve Dycus, CMU residence hall
president, presented Freddie Falcon
with a football that was run 233 miles
from Mount Pleasant to the
University.
The University has accepted the
challenge to run the ball back when
the University plays the Chlppewas

DYCUS SAID the marathon, with
300 students, ran smoothly. Backups
were available to cover a lag if

Tuesday Only
Selected Tops
Norm Mi.'/igan
15618 Liberty Hi Road |
Bowling Green

buy one - get one

FREE

• 30 years experience in Finance and
business management.

Charles Koch made third and fourth
floor lounges In Darrow available
for students who needed a place to
sleep.
CMU STUDENTS bought T-shirts
and had to live in residence halls to
participate in the event.
The football run is an annual event
at CMU and one of the biggest events
on campus, Dycus said. CMU has
run to three other schools, picking a
different school each year.

persons were late. Two trucks with
flashing lights accompanied the
runners, Dycus sail
The runners arrived at the
University about midnight Friday.
According to Rick Haught, Resident
Student Association president.
University space assignments said it
did not have room available to accommodate the students.
Haught said Residence Life and
Kreisher-Darrow hall director

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
•Agriculture background-grew up
on a 280 acre farm.
• Kroger store manager at age 21.

salaries of three secretaries, Lehman
said.

(same price or less)

PERISTYLE
CONCERT SERIES
1978-1979
MILWAUKEE
BALLET COMPANY
Wed., Nov. 8, 1978
MOSCOW PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

Fri., Feb. 2. 1979
VLADIMIR ASHKEMA2T

Mon., Feb. 19, 1979
NOR SYMPHONY Of HAMBURG

*26 years in banking.

Shirts, Sweaters, Tops

•16 years providing public accounting and tax service.

Wed.. Mar. 14. 1979

OPEN till 9:00 p.m.

' Instructor of adult educational courses in
business management and leadership training.

The Powder Puff

• Served as officer or on the boards of 12 organizations.

525 Ridge

•Court-approved appraiser for Wood County.
Mllligon lor Commissioner Comm. Pot Gallagher, SS Darlyn. Bowling Green 43402
and Robert Van Horn. 216 2nd SI. . North Baltimore, Ohto.

Sat., Mar. 3, 1979
ST PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA

1 st block W. of McDonald dorms

Political Advertlwnenl

SAVE 50% BY PURCHASING
,STUDENT SERIES TICKETS
Season ticket* guarantee
choice Heating

rHONE (419) 255-8000
•r visit the M.stii's Caicert Office

e

X A Sff£D* ™ "TO <*«• MIDNIGHT M/WNO* SALE!
G ABE KAPLAN <* AT THE HUTCH PET SHOP
TV's "Welcome Back, Kotter"
Whether it be the "Tonight " Show, "Kotter" or Las Vegas,
this popular young comedian continues to entertain people
of all ages. Don't miss this big show!
$8 SOLD OUT...

$7 ,
$5

:

*\
6PM - 9PM 5% off
f^AV
9PM-11PM 10% off
«^V>
11PM - Midnight 15% off

I ^°

When You Wear A Costume!

- Downstairs Reserved
Upstairs and Downstairs Reserved
General Admission

TICKETS ON SALE NOW..
* University Union Lobby
* The Alumni Center
Remaining tickets will go on sale at the
Anderson Arena Ticket Office at 6:30 p.m. Saturday.

ADDITIONAL 10% OFF!
(We want CRAZY Costumes)

20 Gallon Set-Up
TO THE PERSON WITH
THE BEST COSTUME!

ion S. MAIN ST

SOME

mwmsEo
SPECIALS
TOO!
3524459
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No. 1 State Problem:

ABORTION

SCHOOLS AND EDUCATION

TOLL FREE
9 a.m.-lO p.m.

No. 1 Candidate for State Representative:

1 -800-438-8039

Campus calendar
Campus Calendar Is a dalty listing of campus events
meetings, lectures and entertainment) provided asaservlce
to readers. Unless otherwise noted, all events listed are free
and open. Campus Calendar forms are available in the News
office. 106 University Hall. 372-2003. There is no charge for
submitting listings to the section.
TUESDAY
Meetings
Resident Student Association. 6 p.m., Assembly Room,
McFall Center.

Women for Womem, 7 p.m.. Faculty Lounge. Union.
La Union deEstudiantes Latinos, 7:30 p.m., 107 Henna Hall.
Science Fiction Fan Club. 7 30 p m.. 112 Life Sciences.
Panhellenlc Council, 9 p.m.. Town Room, Union.
Lectures and Classes
Debate, 730 p.m.. Alumni Room, Union. Between Randy
Gardner, BGSU Republican Campaign, and Howard Lester,
Campus Democrats.
Accounting Help Session, 7:30 p.m.. 121 Hayes Hall. For accounting 221 and 222 students.

by Garry Trudeau
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Placement schedule
SIGN-UP ON WEDNESDAY
NOVEMBER
t
ANO
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 2,
1978 FOR THE SCHEDULES
LISTED BELOWI Sign up for
non school
schedules
(Business,
Government,
Agencies
and
Graduate
schools) will be held on
Wednesdays at 7:30-8:00 a.m.
in the FORUM of the Student
Services Building. A DATA
SHEET MUST BE TURNED
IN AT THE TIME OF SIGNUP
IN
ADDITION.
STUDENTS MUST TURN IN
TWO DATA SHEETS (OR
RESUMES) TO ESTABLISH
A CREDENTIAL FILE OR
THEY
WILL
NOT
BE
ALLOWED TO INTERVIEW.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests
for some type of standardization in resumes and
data sheets have prompted the
University
Placement Ser
vices to require candidates
signing up for interviews to
complete and present at the
time of the signup a STANDARD DATA SHEET for each
organization with which he-she
wishes to interview.
Monday. Nov. 13
BUSINESS
Mr. Wiggs Dept. Stores,
Beachwood,
OH, Manager
Trainee: B Bus., Retailing,
Fash. Merch.. Dec. grads.
Action Peace Corp., Detroit,
Ml. Anyone Interested.
Tuesday, Nov. 14
BUSINESS
Deluxe
ChecK
Printers,
Cleveland, OH, Sales Trainee:
B Mktg , Bus. Ed., Dec. grads
preferred.
Lever Brothers, Rocky River,
OH, Sales Sales Mgmt: B
Sales Mktg. Some Lib. Arts
with Bus. background. Dec,
Mar. grads.

LOST* FOUND
Lost leather purse 10-20-78. 24493.

with
Ubiquity Starbooty
Friday, November 17
8pm
Union Grand Ballroom
Bowling Green State University

$6Reserved

Ticket Outlets

Union Ticket Office, Finders, The Source
TU. Boogie Records, Central Travel and ticket Office, Peaches
TheHeadshed

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!
No bottles, cans,or smoking in Grand Ballroom.

KEEP JAZZ ALIVE IN B.G.

H^f BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU
Proudly Announce
Its I97S Fall Pledge Class
Dana Schultz
Tony Mclntyre
Keith Noster
Dave Fredecker
John Cahill

Andy Farley
Chuck Donaldson
Rob Mang
Kevin Neidemier
Jeff Mallernee

Also Congratulations To Our New Actives
Tom Carver

Tim Hayes
Kim Calhoon

Tim Sollie

Ted Mazzone

SERVICESOFFEREO~
Yours with every seven
washloads...a Libbey Glass or
Mug! Every Tues. J, Weds. 9
9pm. Kirk's Coin Laundry. 709
S. Main.
Pagliai's has party discounts.
Pizza, lasagne, spaghetti. Call
352 1596
Babysitting at my home. 3523153 before 1:30 or after 6pm.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding. EMPA. 287 4679 &
352 1488.
Get your skis ready for winter
now. Tune ups. hotwax, binding adjustments Call Jack,
352 3113.
House a Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CL'N.
SERV.
Today's working
person does not want to work
all week A then another 44 hrs.
doing household chores. That
persons deserves to be free on
weekends. For details: 111!
Mil.
Premium Gifts! Now at Kirk's
Coin Laundry! Every Tues. 8,
Weds. 9 9.
PERSONALS
ADRIENNE-what a nice
surprise!! Congratulations on
your
pre engagement to
Watly! Love from your Alpha
Gam Sisters.
SNEA meeting Sun. Nov. 5 at
7:30pm in 115 Eouc. Carol
Kroll SNEA Nat'l. V.P. will
speak.
Have a nice day women of
Compton Garden Apts. lows 8.
remember "who Is ClayTon??!!
There will be a Trick or Treat
for UNICEF throughout the
BG
community
tonight
sponsored by Greek Service
Week.
LIVE THE LEGEND.
CHEEOMUNGA'78.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11.
Thanks to members of Anteans
8, Golden Torch for starting
Gcaak Service Week right by
rarolig 4tf the BG Community

Llbby Owens Ford, Toledo,
OH, Citizenship required. Staff
Member Technical Control: BInd. Tech., Manufacturing,
Dec., Mar. grads preferred.
Meaden & Moore CPA's,
Cleveland,
OH,
Staff
Accountant: B-Acctg.. G.P.A.
3.00 in maior and 2.5 overall.
NCR Corp., Dayton. OH,
Citizenship
required.
Financial
Analyst:
B-M
Acctg..
Financial MBA,
Systems Analyst: B-M Comp.
Set.. Buyer: B-PurchasingProcurement.
Dec,
Mar.,
June grads for all.
Sorkin, Thayer, & Co., Akron,
OH, Audit Staff ,sst: B
Auditing. Dec, Mar., June
grads.
St. Paul Fire ? Marine Ins.,
Lakewood. OH, Citizenship
required, Mktg. Trainee,
Claim Trainee, Underwriter
Trainee: Ball maiors. Dec,
Mar. grads.
Wednesday, Nov. 15
BUSINESS
Procter 8. Gamble, Accounting
& Finance, Maior Bus 8. Lib.
Arts. Batchelor lever. Must
have strong interest in accounting and finances.
Action Peace Corp, Detroit,
Ml, Anyone interested.
Deluxe
Check
Printers,
Cleveland, OH, Sales Trainee:
B Mktg., Bus. Ed. Dec grads
preferred.
B.F. Goodrich, Akron, OH,
Citizenship
required,
Accounting
Career
Dev.
Program: B-M. in Accting.,
Dec, Mar., June grads.
Burrough's Corp., Detroit, Ml,
Systems Analysts: M MBA
Data
Center
Analysts,
Programmer:
B-M. Comp.
Sci.. Info Syst.. Dec, Mar.
grads.
Case Western Reserve Univ..
Cleveland, OH. MBA-MSM
program.

flursTng Home. Also thanks to
those participating In the
College Information Day at
B.G.H.S.
Masquerade for CharityThursday. Nov. 2 at the N.E.
Commons from 8:30-12:00.
Prizes awarded for best
costume, first prize is dinner
for 2 at Kaufman's. Admission
is S2.00 without costume. SI.50
with. Refreshments will be
provided
Proceeds to the
United Way.
Today's the deadline to enter
your parent's in UAO'S
Parents Of The Year". Free
dinner 8. concert tickets for the
winners Call 2 2343 for Info.
BGSU Ski Club still has 5
spaces available for Vail trip.
Call Joe 352 4368.
Get into the Spirt of Greek
Service Week. Sun. Oct. J»Thurs. Nov. 2. Sun Pumpkin
Caroling,
Mon.-BG
High
School info. Day, Tues. Trick
or Treat for UNICEF, Wd
Parties
at
hospitals
8.
children's homes. Thurs.-Slg
Ep Haunted House with St.
Anthony's Villa 8, Masquerade
Party at Commons 8:30-12:00.
IFC-Panhel Sponsoring.
Halloween Midnight Madness
at The Hutch Pet Shop. Those
in
costume
(we
want
costumes, not baseball caps
turned Inside out, etc, etc.) are
entitled to additional savings.
Tonight! Until Midnight.
GREEK SERVICE WEEK:
ALL
CAMPUS
MASQUERADE PARTY for
United Way at the Commons.
Thurs. Nov. 2 from 8-X
Midnight. $1.50 admission with
costume,
S2.00
without
costume. Admission covers
refreshments. All I goes to
United Way. Prizes for best
costumes; dinner for 2 at
Kaufman's 8, pizza gift certlflcates.
Just how bad do you want It???
Our selective iudges at the
Hutch Pet Shop are giving
away a 20 gallon aquarium setup for the Best Halloween
Costume! 11
ZTA's First Annual "Big Man
On Campus". Contest Nov. 6-

Glmbels.
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia,
PA,
Exec.
Training Program: B-M Any
Bus. Maior, Dec, Mar. grads.
Glmbels,
Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA, Group Mngr: B
Bus.. Mktg.. Retail, Lib. ArtsDec grads.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati.
OH. Citizenship
required. Sales Mgmt: BusLib. Arts. Dec. Mar.. June
grads.
Thursday, Nov. It
BUSINESS
Cmcom Systems, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, Application
Programmer:
B-M
Comp.
Scl„ Sortware Programmer:
B-M Comp. Sci., Dec. grads for
both.
ITT North Electric Rsch.
Center, Columbus, OH, To Be
Announced.
National Bank of Detroit,
Detroit,
Ml,
Citizenship
required. Branch Officer
Training Program:
B Bus.
Admin., Econ. also considered. Dec, Mar., June
grads.
Owens Illinois, Toledo. OH,
Citizenship
required,
Ind.
Sales:
B-Mktg.. All
Bus.
Controllershlp:
B Acctg.,
Production:
Prod. Maiors
Dec, Mar., June grads on all.
Sohio, Toledo, OH, Mktg.,
Assoc.
Trainee:
B Bus.
Admin., Prod. Control, Purchasing: - B Purchasing
Procurement, Production: BProd. Mgt., Data Processing:
B Comp. Sci.
SCHOOLS
School sign-up will be on the
second floor lounge Thursday
night froma:00 7:00.
N.E. Indiana Spec. Ed. Co op,
Rome City. IN, Hearing
Impaired:
B,
Emotionally
Disturbed: B-M Dec. grads.

Nov. 10. Union Foyer 10am
5pm. Choose your "Big Man"
by voting, l cent per vote. All
proceeds go to the National
Association for Retarded
Citizens.
Halloween Costumes mean
savings at The Hutch Pet Shop
Midnight Madness Sale !!
Tonight. Don't miss it! I!
Kay-Ann
Beauty
Shop,
Hjircutting (4.00,
124 W.
wooster. 352-3131.
Eunle's Bar. Specials Tuesday
thru Saturday. 809 S. Main.
If you have a Halloween
Costume Wear It to the Hutch
Pet tonight for savings on lust
about everything!! I
Congratulations Patty Newton
on your Delta Gamma Sigma
Nu lavallerlng. Lots of Love,
your D.G. Pledge Sisters
It's Halloween so TREAT
yourself to the ROCKIN' 680
and we'll treat YOU! II
Suzy: You finally made The
Big 21, now lets Live up to It.
Best wishes for a Happy Birthday. Love, Jeff.
TREAT yourself MIDNIGHT
TUESDAY to the WAR OF .
THE WORLDS on...WFALI! I
Happy Halloween Chi O's!!!
Hope the treats out weigh the
tricks. Have a spooky day!! I
We love ya. Baby Hooters.
ZTA Pledges Get psyched for
your big hunt. Zeta Love???
Laura A, Tim congratson your
pinning It's about time bag &
chump! Good Luck Always-I'll miss you both! Love
Always, Little Shit Sue.
Jim Hogan This is your
classified! Enjoy Itl! PH, PH.
PH, PH. PH, PH, PH, PH, PH.
PH! Need we say more?! Good
Luck to you & your crew. Luv,
Your "Secret Admirers.
It's only 3 days
away
DOUBLE - VISION!11 The
Alpha Phis are almost readyeach Is grabbing a date! We're
all waiting for Friday to get
here It's going to be great!
WANTED
CAR POOL desire to share ride
from F Indlay to BG dally for 85 day 352 5294.
Need

someone

to

sublease

Friday, Nov. 17
BUSINESS
Owens Illinois, Toledo. OH,
Citizenship
required,
Ind
Sales:
B Mktg., All
Bus.
Centrollershlp:
B Acctg ,
Production:
Prod. Maiors.
Dec. Mar., June grads on all.
GM
Hydromatic
Dlv.,
Ypsllantl,
Ml.
Citizenship
required. Prod-Mat. Control:
B Bus. Admin., Prod. Control.
Purchasing:
B Purchasing
Procurement, Production: MProd. Mgt., Data Processing:
B Comp. Sci.
Monday, Nov. 20
BUSINESS
NCR Corp., Toledo. OH, Sales
and Systems Analysts: B Bus.,
Comp. Sci., Dec grads
OSU: Masters Program in City
Regional
Planning,
Grad
Students.
SCM Corp.. New York, NY,
Chemistry: B Chemistry.
Deluxe
Check
Printers.
Cleveland.
OH.
Mgmt.
Trainee. B-M. Bus. maior
interested. Dec. Mar., June
grads.
SCHOOLS
School sign up will be on tile
second floor lounge Thursday
night from6:00 7-00.
Berea City Schools, Berea,
OH, Preference to Math,
Speech and Hearing. The all
maiors except Physical Ed.
Dec. grads.
Tuesday. Nov. 21
BUSINESS
Ford Motor Co, Dearborn, Ml,
Citizenship
required.
Production Supervision: BInd. Tech.. Ind. Mgt., Bus.
Admin.. Others desiring Prod.
Supervision.
John Hancock Life InsToledo, OH, Insurance Rep: BM Bus. Admin., Finance,
Insurance, Acctg., English

effic apt. sno-mo util. Included. Avail. Immed. 372-2786
Walter.
Wanted to rent-Garage for
winter to park car. Call John,
3528286.
Needed old, used biueleans to
be cut for quilt blocks. Call 3531753.
1 F. rmte. needed 890 mo. plus
Util. Call 352-2260.
H6LPWANTE0
Pagliai's needs deliverymen.
waitresses, pizza-makers. Call
352 1596.
The autistic community of
Northwest Ohio Is looking for a
couple interested In being
houseparents 8, property
managers for 1 yr. for autistic
adolescents. Rent & compensation provided. Contact
Dr. Bob Roberts 1 885 3666
Waitresses 1st 8, 3rd shift.
Cooks, 3rd shift. Apply In
person Dutch Pantry. 1720 E.
Wooster.
FOR SALE
1966 12 x 65, 2 bedrm., washerdryer, central air. S42O0 firm.
AND 10 x 50. 2 bedrm.. excel!,
cond.. S2400. Lot 64 It 85 Gypsy
Lane Estates. 352 5115 before 5
pm 8, 353 6391 after 5pm.
Old 17 cublic ft. refrigerator.
Top freezer. Good working
cond. S25.O0. 353 1625.
Water Bed. couch, tables,
shelves
8.
a
Yamaha
Amplifier. Just call 352 8798.
'73 Karman Ghia. Good cond.
AM-FM, four-speed, radlals.

low mileage. 352 4743.
1975 Cutlass Supreme. Excel.
cond. 354 1196 after 7pm.
6 free kittens. 5 Male-1
Female 352 7892
NEXT-TO-NEW
SHOP.
SPECIAL SALE ON SLACKS
* SWEATERS 2nd later St.
Aloyslus School. Open Tues.
104, Frl. 1-7: 30pm.
FOR RENT
Efflc. apt. for rent. Thurstln
Manor Apts 352 5435.
1 bedrm., unfurn. apt. 8185-mo.
all util. pd. except elec. 152
4380 In a.m.
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sports
Volleyballers shutout
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
So much for grand finales.
After disposing of three consecutive
opponents last week the women's
volleyball team saw the bottom drop out
against Ohio Northern Saturday by 4-15,
15-11. and 1-15 scores.
The women defeated Defiance 16-14,1512, 15-13 on Thursday then swept Ohio
University and took two out of three from
Wright State on Saturday before falling
prey to the aggressive Polar Bears.
Coach Pat Peterson couldn't pinpoint the
cause of her team's demise, but she did
admit it ruined a successful week of play.
"It was realy a disappointing performance, because the scores were so
lopsided," she said. "We had difficulty
executing, but it just wasn't a case of us

playing poorly. They (Ohio Northern) are
one of the strongest front-line teams we'll
face all year."
Peterson was a bit "fearful" before her
team clashed with Ohio Northern,
however, she was also aware the Falcons
were coming off three impressive victories.
"We played super against Wright State
then walked onto a different court 20
minutes later and didn't look like the same
team," Peterson said.
"You always ask yourself, 'Why?' in a
situation like that, but if I knew the answer
I would patent it and I'd be rich.. It's the
type of thing that occurs in any sport I
guess, but especially in volleyball."
The Falcons will end their short fourgame home season Friday at 3:30 p.m.
against Capital and Cincinnati at
Anderson Arena.

Ryan leads Falcon runners
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Kevin Ryan finished second in the Central
Collegiate championships Saturday in Chicago to
lead the Bowling Green men's cross country team
to a fifth place finish.
The Falcon senior co-captain finished in 24:22
behind Penn State's Bob Snyder who ran a 24:09 to
pace the Nittany Lions to a championship in the
ten-team race.
"Ryan ran exceedingly well. He led for about
four and a half miles, but the guy (Snyder) jumped
him and he couldn't hold on," BG coach Mel Brodt
said.

By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor

Central Michigan with 67 and the Falcons
finished with 70.

Bowling Green's women's cross country
team finished last in a four-team race at
Eastern Michigan Saturday, 41 points behind
the winning Hurons.

Connie Mack ran a sub-20 minute race for
the first time this year to finish 16th at 19:45.
"Connie had a great race. She beat seven
runners who had beaten her before," Sink
said.

Sue Parks, of Eastern Michigan, won the
individual title in 17:57.5,20 seconds ahead of
runner-up Darcy Tomlinson of Western
Michigan.
Bowling Green's Betsy Miller placed fourth
in 18:24, while teammate Becky Dodson
followed in fifth two seconds later.
"It was our best effort of the year.
Everyone ran their best times. We were as
close as we've ever been to those three
teams," Bowling Green coach Sid Sink said.
EASTERN WON the meet with 39 points,
followed by Western Michigan with 53,

A tough three game in two day schedule took its
toll on the women's field hockey team this
weekend as the stickers dropped two out of the
three matches they played.
On Friday, BG lost to Ohio University 5-1. Deb
Lux scored the lone goal for the Lady Falcons, her
fourth of the season.

"We're going to work on everyone's kick
this week to get ready for the regionals.
Realistically, Betsy and Becky have a chance
to qualify for nationals. We'll just have to
give it our best shot," Sink said.

BG COACH Pat Brett said the long trip to OU
contributed to the "slow motion" play of the
Falcons.
The ladybirds started Saturday by losing to
Ohio State 6-1. Cindy Dilley gave BG the lead in the
first half, but the Buckeyes countered with six
unanswered tallies. Brett said the team played
better against OSU than they played against OU
the day before. A total of five goals by one OSU
player led to the demise of the stickers.
BG wound-up the weekend on a positive note by
defeating Eastern Kentucky 2-1. Freshman Nancy
Smith tallied her first varsity goal and Mary
George chipped in with her fourth goal of the
season to lead the Falcons.
Falcon goalie Pam Whetstone stopped a pair of
penalty shots in preserving the victory for BG.

The Falcons will be competing in the AIAW
regional championships Nov. 11 at Western
Illinois.

BRETT SAID the team played better as the
weekend progressed and is optimistic about the
upcoming state tournament.

Karen McQuilkin finished 20th in 19:58,
while Jenny Thornton placed 29th.
There was a couple of places where we
could have picked up points. We weren't that
far behind.

ioAA
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SOPHOMORE JEFF MARTIN finished 18th for
the Falcons with a time of 25:08, while Bob Lunn
placed 27th in 25:18.

Steve Housley (44), Pete Murtaugh (51), Bill
Maslink (57) and Alfonzo Faison (620) completed
Bowling Green's top seven.
"Pete ran well coming off an injury and Steve
was up there in the beginning about third or fourth
for two miles, but fell back. He just didn't hang on.
He's not a good hill runner unfortunately.

Lunn has been out of action since suffering a foot
injury earlier this month.

"We're looking forward to next week (MidAmerican Conference championships) with Bob
and Pete back. It looks like it's going to be
anybody's," Brodt said.

"We just wanted to find out what Bob could do.
For what he's been able to do and the hilly course
he ran, he did really well," Brodt said.

Bowling Green will be hosting the MAC race
Saturday starting at 11 am

Stickers rebound after losses
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter

Women fail again

"Kevin ran exceedingly well. It was a big shot
in the arm for him, because it showed him he could
run with the best. It gave confidence to all our
runners. Now they know how they can run," Brodt
said.

"We play Cedarville in the first round of the
tournament," Brett said. "If we play well we could
possibly make the top four."
Brett said the stickers need to work on individual skills, and developing consistency on
offense and defense before the state tournament.
"I THINK THE players are maturing as players
and individuals," Brett said. Brett singled out
George, Dilley and Smith for their play over the

weekend and throughout the season. Brett said she
looks to Smith to help considerably in the future on
offense for the Falcons.
The Ladybirds kept pace with their ice hockey
counterparts as they set a team record. The
Falcons 5-7-1 record is the most wins BG has
recorded in their brief three year existence. Last
year the stickers were 4-7-2 under coach Sue
Gavron and 1-9-1 in their initial year.
George, with her four goals and one assist leads
the team in scoring while Lux is one point behind.

THERE'S A BETTER WAY TO
REMEMBER. . . THE 1979 KEY
The KEY is the story of 1979,
preserved for you in 320 pages
of pictures and print. The KEY
is for everyone, not just seniors,
greeks, or athletes. II is the
story of your college years, some
of the best years of your life.
We want you to remember
those times, so we came up with

a few new ideas in yearbooks.
Give it a try, we're sure you'll
be glad you did.
Senior pictures ore being token
through November 17,
don't forget to make your
appointment today.
Call 372-0086 to order your KEY
or make your appointment.

. .

B

FREE
POP
TUESDAY

(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)
Tuesday, 4 12oz.
cans of pop Free
when you order a large
pizza U4", 1
item, $4.20 value) or
2cansof pop FREE
with the purchase of
a medium pizza
(l item, $3.30 value).
HAM Midnight.

1.98

^

AND UP

On Sale NOW! Come Early For Best Selection!
Limited Time-Limited Quantity
Hours: 8 - 5 Monday - Friday
University BOOkStOrO
9-ssaturday
Student Services Building

HOURS
Mon-Sat
11 am-2 am
Sunday
4 pm-Midmght

945 S. Main
352-7571
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Sports
15-0, 8-1 wins

leers whip Miami
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor

outshot them 106-28 in a two-game set that
proved to be little more than an offensive
workout.

You couldn't have blamed Joe Mancuso or
Dick Powers if they would have exhaustedly
called for reserves halfway through the
Falcon's 15-0 trouncing of Miami.
The two gentlemen serve as goal Judges for
BG's home games and last Friday the icers
had the red light blinking like Times Square.
But just to prove they're not prdjudce, the
Falcons followed with an eight-goal outburst
at Oxford on Saturday to post an 8-1 victory
and mercifully end one of the wackiest hockey
weekends in BG history.
"1 could really feel for Steve Cady (Miami
Coach), Falcon Coach Ron Mason said
Friday. "From our standpoint it was almost
embarrassing."
But even though Mason was not delighted
with the ridiculousness of the score, the
Falcon faithful made it no secret they were
having "a barrel of fun."

"WE NEEDED a confidence builder," said
def enseman Pete SikorsM, who picked up his
first BG goal Saturday. "After we had 58
shots last week and lost you had to wonder if
we can put it in the net? "
Throughout the series the slower-skating
Redskins tried to slow the Falcons down by
hitting, but the Falcons dished out their share
of the punishment and Miami took their
lumps, both on the ice and the scoreboard.
"We really tried to play what we considered
a defensive system," said Mason, who admittedly tried to keep the score down. "They
kept coming at us and that has a tendency to
cause us to run and that produced the big
score. They were getting guys caught out of
position and it gave us a lot of opportunities."
Mason said his team would have to play on
"personal pride" after Friday's 15-0 debacle
and although some of the veterans may have
AFTER EACH FALCON tally the Ice House been slightly bored, the freshman accepted
resounded with verses of the Beer Barrel the opportunity with enthusiasm.
Polka and if by some oversight the Redskins
had lost track of the score, the goal-thirsty "IT MAY HAVE been a little tough for some
throng of 2,902 mercilessly reminded them of the guy s, but for the freshman it was easy,''
FALCON CENTER Mark Wells takes a swipe at a loose puck in
with a digit-by-digit recount of the scoring said winger Brian MacLellan who picked up
Friday's game against Miami in the Ice Arena. BG won tbe game 15-0.
parade followed by chants of "We want two goals in the series. "We're still learning
our position and it keeps us in the game."
more."
In fact two rookies, Andre Latreille and
And oh how the Falcons gave it to them.
Nine Falcons found the twine with fresh- Chris Guertin, took advantage of the ice time
man George McPhee and John Gibb picking to post their first BG career goals. In all, the
up hat tricks. At the opposite end of the ice Falcons accumulated 56 points with Friday's
Falcon goalies Doug Bivins stopped 14 shots contest setting a winning-margin record. The
including a shutout-saver, in the last two previous mark was set in 1975 when BG
minutes in blanking the Redskins in his first defeated McMaster 14-0.
In the next three weeks, however, the
varsity appearance.
Falcons will find the competition a bit
On
Saturday
at
Oxford
the
offense
was
still
NEW ORLEANS (AP)-The New Orleans Jazz of the
sobering. BG will face New Hampshire,
National Basketball Association signed free-agent forward there. And so were the chants of "We want Vermont and Clarkson in successive
more".
A
small
contingent
of
hideously-clad
Ira Terrell to a multi-year contract Monday.
Falcon fanatics who called themselves the weekends at the Ice Arena. Clarkson finished
sixth in the national ratings last season while
Guard Gus Bailey, with the Jazz since 1977, was placed on "bleacher creatures" made sure of that. In 60
minutes the combination would produce both New Hampshire and Vermont
waivers.
sporadically found themselves in the top ten.
Terrell, a 6-foot-8, 210-pounder who played for Phoenix in another Miami nightmare.
The
Redskins
trailed
only
2-1
at
the
end
of
1976-77, was injured in a pre-season game last year and sat
the first period, but BG reeled off six goals in HOCKEY NOTE : Falcon forward John
out the whole season after surgery on his riRht knee.
the final two periods to end an 8-1 contest that Markell lost a hat trick in a most frustrating
A third-round draft pick in 1976, Terrell averaged 8.5 points could have been worse. Afterwards the manner Saturday. The senior from Cornwall,
a game in his only full year as a pro. He started in 36 games Falcons were relaxed. And who could blame Ontario found the net Just as time expired in
them? They had outscored Miami 23-1 and the second period.
and averaged 13.2 points and 7.9 rebounds.

The
Athletes
Foot
is not a
condition!

It's a great shoe store featuring the
most-in-demand sport shoes in the
world! The most makes. The most sizes.
The most styles. The most colors.
The most fun to shop. The most.

-Athlete's

B»"TfcoL

STADIUM PLAZA
352-0428

SOUTHWYCK MALL
866-0687

NEW AND SPECIAL
HISTORY OFFERINGS
WINTER 1979
301. AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY [4]. 11 30 MTWR. Skaggs
302. CRIME, POVERTY, AND VIOLENCE IN 19th CENTURY |4). 5:307 30 pm MW. Graham
303. WORLD WAR II |4]. 5:30-7:30 pm TR. Alston.
306. HISTORY OF OHIO |4). 8:30-10:30 TF. Wright.
310. LATIN AMERICA: 20 REPUBLICS [4).2:30-4:30 TR. Thomas.
323. HISTORY OF AMERICAN JOURNALISM |4]. 1 30 MTRF. Hess
325. BUSINESS HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES [4]. 11:30 MTWR
Seavoy
326. WOMEN IN AMERICAN HISTORY (4). 2:30-4:30 MW. Friedman.
382. CHINESE CULTURE AND INSTITUTIONS |4). 11:30 MTWR
Kawashima.
A391. THE BIBLE AS HISTORY, II: THE NEW TESTAMENT |4| 12:30
MTRF Daly. Based on modern Biblical scholarship, study is
keyed to analyzing the New Testament as a historical medium
reflecting the cultural matrix ol Greco-Roman Palestine,
conveying the eschalological message o( Jesus through his
disciples, and maneuvering the evangelical mission ot the early
Christian church. (Part ol the "Religion and Culture" Coordinated Quarter)
B391. THE INDIAN IN AMERICAN HISTORY |4]. 9:30 MTRF Danziger An examination ot pre-Columbian Indian cultures, Indian
responses to the European invasion ol North America, IndianWhile relations in the 19th and 20th centuries, the Indians'
contribution to American culture, and their situation in the
I970s--both on and oil the reservations.
C391. MAJOR PERSONALITIES OF THE 20th CENTURY (4|. 1:30
MTRF. Givens. Individuals Irom the political, ideological,
humanitarian, scientific, and industrial sphere who have
significantly influenced the 20th-century world will be
discussed and analyzed. The topics will range from the
revolutionary Che Guevara lo the humanitarian Albert Schweitzer Such ligures will be examined both as individuals and
as representative of movements and developments of change
D391. STALIN AND BREZHNEV IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE (4|.
430, MTWR. Rowney. Major issues in contemporary Soviet
affairs identified and explained in terms of their historical
origins. Topics include the Communist Party and its policies,
industrialization and urbanization, dissent and censorship, and
Soviet international policies. Course is designed as an elective
for studenls in journalism, international relations, politics,
military science, and history.
NOTE: The 300-numbered History offerings are self-contained courses
designed to serve the programmatic needs and intellectual
interests of undergraduate non-majors as well as majors.
Demanding no pre-requisites, these courses are tailored, in
operation and objectives, more to Ihe exposilion ol general
content and concepts than to the acquisition ol specific
professional skills.

New Orleans
signs Terrell

Chips embarrass Falcons, 38-7
By Steve Sadler
Sports Editor
Last Friday morning a
group of Central Michigan
students left their campus
running with a football,
carrying it some 233 miles to
Bowling Green.
The Jaunt took until
Saturday afternooon, as the
final runner arrived on
campus Just before game
time of the Central
Michigan-Bowling Green
Mid-American Conference

(MACI football game at
Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
It would have been a lot
quicker if they would have
let Reggie Mitchell do the
running.
MITCHELL, a freshman
starting his first game,
rushed for 178 yards in 28
carries in spearheading the
Central Michigan attack that
resulted in a 38-7 burial of the
Falcons.
Mitchell's quick bursts of
speed enabled him to accumulate 128 yards in the

first half alone as the
Chippaweas, now 6-2 overall
and 5-1 in the MAC,
steamrolled to a 21-0 lead
and coasted the rest of the
way.
Afterwards,
Central
Michigan coach Herb
Deromedi explained the
situation leading to Mitchell
starting.
"We had to use Mitchell
because Carl Word (normally the starting tailback)
couldn't practice on Wednesday and that's a general

PREMIERE
SHEWING
:

A special presentation of your college ring.

Tues, Oct. 31 (j Wed., Nov. 1
10:00 AM-4;00PM
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
Hours! 6-5 Monday-Friday 9-5 Saturday

I11II1ITITTTT

rule of ours, you don't play if
you don't go on Wednesday,"
he explained.
"Reggie
looked good in the brief
appearances we've had him
and decided Wednesday he
would play."
MEANWHILE,
the
Falcons didn't get on the
board until they put together
a well executed drive against
the clock late in the first half.
Mike Wright passed to
John Park for a four yard
touchdown with Just 32
seconds left in the half to cut
the deficit to 21-7.
But Central got a third
quarter field goal and a 49
yard touchdown gallop by
Willie Todd while the
Falcons were spinning their
wheels offensively and entered the final stanza trailing
31-7.
Mike Ball finished the
scoring with a 63 yard
reverse for a touchdown in
the fourth quarter.
BG head coach Denny
Stolz said there was no
reason to think the outcome
would be what it was.
"I Just don'h know why we
played that badly, maybe
we're not any better than
that," Stolz said. "I Just
don't know. If I knew why
we wouldn't have got beat
that bad.
"I JUST had a meeting
with the coaches and we are
bewildered a little bit," he
continued. "The balance we
had against the poorer teams
we are having less and less
of against good teams."

The loss painted a grim
picture of the Falcons' team.
"I said this game would
tell us a lot about our kids,"
Stolz said. "And I'm afraid
we're just no where near
good enough to contend for
the championship. We beat
the poorer teams, but obviously can't play with the
good teams."
Despite getting put in a
hole early, Stolz was still
optimistic about the game,"
he said. "I Just didn't think
they (CMU) could dominate
that long.
"At 24-7, the field goal
bothered me a little, but I
thought we would score in
the third quarter."
ONCE AGAIN, the overall
team speed of the opposition
was far superior to the
Falcons, but that's a
problem that can't be cured
overnight, according to
Stolz.
"Last year I stood right
here and told the guys if I
could pray for one thing I
would pray you guys get
quicker," Stolz said. "I gave
them things to work on and
they did and got better, but
that's not something you can
change very fast. You have
to recruit faster people."
The Falcons, now 4-4
overall and 3-3 in the conference, host league leader
Ball State, unbeaten in the
conference, this Saturday at
the Stadium, and as Denny
Stolz said after the Central
debacle, "We might be in for
a real wailing if we're not
careful."

Grofh selected
Senior flanker Jeff Groth became only the fourth player in
Bowling Green history to be selected to participate in the
East-West Shrine game when he received that honor last
week.
The other Falcons who have played In the post-season
classic are Steve Studer, Tony Bell and Bernie Casey. The
game will be held January 6 in San Francisco.

